UN—BLACK BOXING
MITIGATION INFRASTRUCTURES:

PROPOSING ALTERNATIVE IMAGINARIES
FOR MONO-FUNCTIONAL AND UNDER-UTILIZED
URBAN BACKSTAGES

Min Jin Kook

“All negotiations, compromises, discussions are stored away from visitors— invisible.
Important micro-stories are black-boxed. Cities reproduced—all the negotiations are
needed to bring the wider social footprint of the building... Therefore all that makes it possible is invisible.” - Andrés Jaque, Lecture “Mies as Rendered Society”

Visible vs. Black-boxed
Barcelona Pavilion is an exception of the ordinary. It’s a constitution
of Modern Architecture. Resources and time, needed for inherent restoration and maintenance cannot be “rendered” in Modern Architecture. However, Pavilion is no independent of risks; Architecture, made up of series of
materials and “ordinary activities” must re-converge.
Andrés Jaque created the exhibition “Phantom: Mies as Rendered
Society” making hidden elements visible; arguing against Modern Architecture’s position as a passive actor on stage. The lens of Mies and his
successors is explicit: Modern Architecture is a neutrally positioned device,
though it deliberately conceals essential activities that sustain our everyday life. Jaque makes activities of dishing-washing, cleaning visible. Aging
materials are brought out to pavilion visitors, making a conceptual spill on
seamless, risk-free architecture. Re-converging all elements of Pavilion
poses possibilities of Architecture taking a new stance in future, breaking
away from rendered concept that our society sustains without tentativeness,
risks-to-arise.

Phantom: Mies as Rendered Society
Andrés Jaque
Exhibition, 2012

Visualizing the hidden structure is an honest contribution to make
architecture transparent; in opposition to Mies and Modern Architecture.
“Architecture is a rendered, product of disconnection from society.

A Preamble: Definition of Black Box

“The (Barcelona) Pavilion is not a product of tentative experimentation... Something that is produced at once.

Black box is an act of hiding. One of the most important aspects of
Modernist Architecture is to reconcile “ordinary activities” of Architecture
by intentionally hiding them. However, architecture cannot function or exist
without washing, cleaning, electric power; even further, urban infrastrucutres that protect cities. A black box is a political, cultural agenda that hides
key aspects of architecture, which then rejects any projective alternatives as
it is put in a “stilt” and “mysterious” box.
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“Series of circumstances that are detached from Mies’ original
idea—that his idea is the original, something that comes before all
the accidents.”
- Andrés Jaque, Lecture “ Mies as Rendered Society”

Conceptual Diagram:
“Phantom: Mies as Rendered Society”
Photography: Andrés Jaque
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“Why are risk-mitigation infrastructures invisible to us, and why are they under-utilized most of the time?
“What are key aspects of these invisible infrastructures that need to be revealed?
“Would revealing of key aspects help dissolve disassociation between architecture-and their inhabitants- and risk-mitigation infrastructures?”

Abstract:
Cities are full of risk-mitigation infrastructure to protect ourselves from floods, erosions and threatening natural disasters.
These infrastructures include underground retention tanks, dams and channelized river. They are purposefully hidden
away because they are under highways or underground. Most of risk-mitigation infrastructures are under-utilized ninety-five percent of the time. They only serve one function for two weeks every year. They are empty most of the year. Is
there an alternative project to consider these risk-mitigation infrastructures while they are completely mono-functional and
under-utilized?

“Blackboxed” process 1:
Debris flow (P.C: Andre Jaque)

“Blackboxed” process 2:
Material extraction

“Blackboxed” process 3:
Imbedded energy

“Blackboxed” process 4:
Sweat labor

Along with my inquiry to utilize risk-mitigation infrastructures, I am critiquing the “blackboxing” and “under-utilization” of
processes that happen in infrastructures. “blackbox” is a term used to describe processes or progressions which are not
accessible to public, or presented without transparency. Therefore, “blackboxed” processes reject systemic alteration.
How the risk-mitigation infrastructures run, when it runs and related processes are blackboxed. These processes include
as sweat labor, commodification cost of raw materials and embedded energy. I aim to open blackboxes which are inherent in risk-mitigation infrastructures.
This directed resarch project aims to not only reveal the number of processes that are blackboxed today, but also to propose alternative imaginaries for under-utilized infrastructures to be visible, hybrid and functional all around the year.

Urban problematique and Inquiries of Design:
Urban problematique: “Would (how) revealing of key aspects help dissolve disassociation between
architecture- and their inhabitants- and risk-mitigation infrastructures?”
• Revealed processes enable us to add hybridity of fuctions in architecture and infrastructure. Therefore
mono-functionality of risk-mitigation infrastructure goes away, allowing other spatial possibility(architecture) within
the infrastructure, or vice versa.
• Revealing these hidden aspects could also be implemented in multitude of construction and design- not only
for risk-mitigation infrastructure. If we understood the energy traits of wood from China to build buildings in New
York, we might choose an alternative wood material which consumes less energy during its transportation.
Design Inquiry 1: “What are key aspects of these invisible infrastructures that need to be revealed?”
• Sweat Labor
• Construction process
• Materialities
• Imbedded energy
• Supporting infrastructures
• Carbon emissions
• Cost of maintenance
• Waste production
Design Inquiry 2: “How can we un-blackbox hidden processes, as a honest contribution to architecture
and infrastructures?”
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• Through design intervention, I am trying to do a series of interventions with a specific conceptual agenda: opening the blackboxed processes in multiple ways. By “exposing” these internal hidden processes, the role of architecture becomes more about “transparency”, not “perfection”, or “exception” of ordinary. I hope to build a larger
narrative that make architecture more accessible and honest.
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Case Study

“Is there a way to make this project a systemic approach?
“How can my three projects respond to other under-utilized
project, to show potential for new intervention?”

Abstract of case study projects to learn from:
Case study 1
• Project Title: Holland Pavilion
• Architect: MVRDV
• Location: Hannover, Netherlands
• Year Completed: 2000
• Total Area: 8,000 m2
• Primary Function: Exhibition
• Design Concept:

Overall Design Strategy

My goal is to contain semi-realistic character which potentially could
be implemented by the future leadership. Overall design strategy is
to guide for specificity in new design, and to have theoretical agenda
for all under-utilized risk-mitigation infrastructures.
Design strategy 1: the project will critically reveal the problem of blackboxing in general, also proposes and renders a “visible” intervention for
each site. Each project will have new design inserted, and propose something that could maintain the functionality of the mitigation infrastructures.
Furthermore, my design will add extra value to the infrastructure.

Holland Pavilion is a good example of opening the blackbox, revealing invisible links that are normally hidden
away. The designer conceptually cut away Dutch landscape
and stacked them togehter. Pavilion is an artificial landmark,
so are most of territories of Netherlands. By encapsulating
unique story of a country, visitors of pavilion are invited to
link territorical connections; Dutch windmills, flowers, certain
trees, future of vertical farming.

Design strategy 2: I am targeting risk-mitigation infrastructures as a
typology, with potential to be utilized with new design intervention.
Instead of using risk-mitigation infrastructures mono-functional way, I am
proposing added functions that make the infrastructures more valuable.

Holland Pavilion aligns with my strategy to make visual
links to surrounding environments.

Case study 2
• Project Title: Truffa De Madrid
• Architect: Ensamble Estudio
• Location: Costa da Morte, Spain
• Year Completed: 2010
• Total Area: 25 m2
• Primary Function: House
• Design Concept:
Truffa De Madrid is a small habitable space, which was
built with the on-site soil, which casted the concrete for
walls. Architect then removed the soil.
We typically don’t witness original site of material. I don’t
ask questions nor have answers. Ensamble Estudio sourced
local terrain to cast for concrete, exposing the “invisible”
dimension.

Final product

The final output of directed research will be three projects.
Three sites, three types of programs and three ways to open blackbox = three completely different projects.
All three projects will contain semi-realistic character. The goal is to
provide one narrative: There are many infrastructures in cities. I am
proposing various ways to make them work better, while opening
blackboxes and propose for hybrid uses.
These three projects will have architectural specificity, renderings will have
minimal detail for scale measure. Because this is a systemic approach, I
plan on taking a portion of the infrastructure to show the core concept of
the new spaces; not all infrastructures filled with new components.
As a part of final project, I hope to show the socio-econogical entanglement of humans and “invisible” components through video simulations.

Truffa De Madrid aligns with my strategy to make original source of materials visible.

Case study 3

Before intervention:
Infrastructure is a backstage of cities

• Project Title: Tommy Thomson Park, Toronto
• Architect: Collaborative construction
• Location: Ontario, Canada
• Year Completed: 2013
• Total Area: 5 km long
• Primary Function: Park
• Design Concept:
Tommy Thomson Park is made out of construction debris.
Debris from creating tunnel systems in Toronto were
dumped by ocean, accidently becoming a park with ecological benefit.
Tommy Thomson Park depicts a new idea of debris as
materials, in ways it could be used in various ways. Some
portion of this park remail as sands, others grow vegitation.
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Tommy Thomson Park aligns with my strategy to be
reflective of surrounding transformation through re-location of debris.

After intervention:
Final rendering will show all human activities

Project 1, 2 and 3

Parti sketch
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Risk-mitigation Infrastructures in urban settings
Images include levees, underground retention tanks, wave barrier, channelized river, dams, hurricane barriers, seawalls

Systemic Approach:
The two design inquiry mentioned in previous pages are to resolve two disciplinary tasks.
First inquiry is to provoke awareness to a specific urban typology: Risk-mitigation infrastructures. These are
underground retention tanks, sea walls, hurricane barriers. The problematique is that these infrastructures to
improve and make a safe environments are mono-functional and under-utilized.

Design-research Matrix:
Case studies in directed research aims to open the black boxes
by addressing three layers of design: revealing mitigations as
sites, programmatic hybridity and inserting additional value
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Second inquiry is to make cases of theological agenda, to make architecture that critiques, visualizes and
accessible for urban citizens. I aim to create case studies which then show multiple ways of opening a black
box that is typically associated with mitigation infrastructures but also in architecture in general. Thus in larger
framework, my directed research aims to reveal these human and non-human socio-ecological entanglements
happening simultaneously in cities. While targeting a few number of these mitigation infrastructures, my design
speculation is meant to suggest possible implementation of other mitigation infrastructures in radical, visualizing and realistic ways.
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Research Framework
Observation
Urban Problematique

Research Questions
Unfolding Design-research Inquiry

Unfolding of design-research inquiry happens in risk-mitigation
infrastructures: spaces that are occluded and nobody observes.

Three Case Studies
(Site)

The design-research framework aims to tackle three risk-mitigation infrastructures as speculative case studies to pose a
contribution in architectural discipline. Problematique, research
questions, unfolding by three case studies as a series of design
speculation.

Design Responses

In each case study the research inquiries are answered in
three design responses. First, exploring ways that these infrastructures are revealed to the public. Second, interrogating the
potentials of programmatic hybridity. Third, Inserting additional
value by inviting other non-human attributes of cities. To open a
black box is to reveal, hybridize and add values. Three important
aspects suggest projective capacities to rethink the risk-mitigation infrastructures and its current functionality.
Distinct outcome of each case study works as three simultaneous experiments that poses disciplinary contribution to explore
an urban typology. Each case study proposes distinct research
venues for exploration, simultaneously answering one over-arching design-research question. Each case study is used as a
crystallization of overall disciplinary position and narrative.

Flow Motion Diagrams
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The key aspect of understanding our discipline is to understand
it as a process, not as a “fixed” element. These aspects are
messy, tentative and dynamic. Flow motion diagram shows the
realization of architecture and its typology as sceneries. Multiple
sceneries that are unique to each risk-mitigation infrastructure
is embedded and explored using physics engines in computer
programs.

Experiential Vignettes

Experiential vignettes are heavily relied on in this directed
research to present the project as a “scenario building”, new
elements introduced to risk-mitigation infrastructures working as
contrasting sets of elements that engage with the mono-functional spaces.

Disciplinary Conclusion

The research framework sets up for this “design-research journey” to continue. Other risk-mitigation infrastructures in similar
situations can be subject to similar speculations that emerge
with dynamic urban attributes.
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CASE STUDY ONE:
BARCELONA
RETENTION TANK
• Location: Barcelona, Spain
• Year Completed: NA
• Total Volume: 38,450 m3
• Function: Rainwater flood mitigation
• Why is it black boxed?

There is a network of underground
retention tank in Barcelona, Spain. With
city of Barcelona planning to invest in more
retention tanks in the future, the retention
tank retain rainwater, mitigating risks of
city-wide flooding. However, these retention
tanks are mostly empty while it’s not being
utilized. One tank, Bori I Fontesta tank
takes up almost forty thousand m3.
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Opening the Black Box
Located under a park, these retention tanks are hidden away from
the front stage of the city. The tank is located underground, while the
ground level serves as a public park. There is inherent disconnect between
the city—Barcelona—and the retention tank. The underground retention
tank is black boxed as it is invisible, making citizens of Barcelona unaware
of its spatial capacities.
Design interventions occur within the underground retention tank
while opening a black box multiple ways:
• First, by revealing the retention tank by giving the public an access to the
tank.
• Second, by hybridizing the retention tank with other programs such as
public pools.
• Third, by adding additional value to the tank by inserting a rainwater filtering process.

Ariel view of Barcelona Underground Retention Tank

Schedule of the Retention Tank
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Visual Narrative as Design Strategy:
Rain water is collected

This visual narrative presents the current black boxes in our everyday life. Drawing of black boxes and opening of black boxes transcend
to the design strategy. Sketches on the far left experiment with the idea
of empty retention tank reversed to radical, dynamic form that is carved
out to become a depth filter for water. The drawings work as a prompt to
design-research intervention. In this visual narrative, the cubical and spatial
retention tank is re-evaluated sectionally; questioning what each section-cut
layer can to do insert additional value to the tank. Currently, the rainwater is
collected at various retention tanks around Barcelona. It is a “black boxed’
process that no citizen sees. All inhabitants of the cities are un-aware of all
the “rainwater” that has been collected.
In this visual narrative, I am emphasizing the translation of the tank’s
sectional capacities and inserting new functionality in each layer. Working
as a filter, I propose the rainwater to be collected and stored in the tank. In
each layer, the particles of water are filtered as it passes each layer from
top to bottom. This linear process is then turned directed into the form of
my final project. The drawing on the far right shows the design intervention
of retention tank as “metabolic organs as inter-connected layers”. Each
sectional layer has been shaped into enclosed forms which filter, store and
open the black box. In final form, all layers inter-connect, while each organ
serves the purpose of the filtering process.

HARVESTING
Rain water is collected and stored in the collected tank. The
pump will then process the rain water to filtration system.

Without using chemical, first filter will separate dense particles
and water. Dense particles will weigh down to the bottom of
filter, while smaller particles will proceed to second filter.

Black boxed process of city wide
rainwater harvesting and treatment

Smaller particles will be then filtered through a screen or a
cartridge. This process removes 1-5 micron solids.

Ultraviolet or Chlorine sterilization

METABOLIC ORGANS AS INTER-CONNECTED LAYERS
Filtering, storaging and un-black boxing
Simultaneously using fixed, organic forms

METABOLIC ORGAN A: RECREATIONAL PROGRAM
Public recreational program offers
access to backstage of the city

ALL LAYERS INTER-CONNECTED

METABOLIC ORGAN B: STORAGE
Filter layer is meant to collect end
process the rainwater

ALL LAYERS INTER-CONNECTED

Rainwater filtration is complete

Rainwater filtration is complete

METABOLIC ORGAN C: STORAGE
Filter layer is meant to be connected with
storage organs, water can be used for
recreational programs within the tank

I used the strategy of visual narrative as design-research strategy to
target and critique the ways each risk-mitigation infrastructures are viewed,
and the storytelling process allowed me to refine forms of intervention.
Drawings navigate and interrogate conventional ways urban infrastructures
are viewed, allowing the counter-argumentative representation for radical
intervention.
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Barcelona, Spain: “Metabolic Organs”
All design decisions are based on three tasks to open the black box:
• First, revealing the retention tank by giving access: The metabolic organ
is inserted between the ground and it carves down to the tank level. This
enables for public to enter from the ground. The site plan and following diagrams show interrogation to reveal the retention tank in various ways. Public transportation and partial use of the existing park for parking will allow
accessibility to the retention tank. On the ground level, visitor center, public
beach and filtering space will be designed. Generic spaces not occupied by
enclosed organs will be used for programs that require flexibility.
• Second, hybridizing the retention tank with other programs: The metabolic
organ harvests rainwater from the roof, twist and turn as it is used for public
programs. The program’s density is determined by the organs spatial volume, shown in forth plan view diagram.
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• Shown in section metabolic machines are spaces of fixity for people
and water, the remaining void is filled with general slabs to serve generalist,
flexible programs.
• Lastly, inserting additional value to the retention tank by inserting
a rainwater filtering process. In the exploded axonometric, each organ’s
taxonomy is colour-coded. Green organ provides public programs such as
pools, family recreations. Purple organ stores filtered rainwater. Blue organ
is embedded with rainwater filtering systems. Three organs spatial, dynamic
re-configuration in the retention tank creates exciting view of the tank, as
well as visual experiences of water being filtered from above, below and all
around.
Barcelona project is not the case study to solve tectonic, legal,
structural code issues. These issues are overlooked as they are not
relevant to research questions.
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Flow Motion Diagram
Flow motion diagram present multiple
urban scenarios. First, the retention tank in dry
condition with no rainwater with only the flow of
the public, shown as green particles. Second
scenarios is when the tank receives moderate rainwater, shown in blue. Third scenario is
shown, the tank in full capacity.
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Scenario 1
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Scenario 1
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Scenario 3
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Scenario 3

Flow Motion Diagram
Green particle flow shows the flow of
people, blue particle flow shows the flow of
water. Flow motion diagram shows that the
design-research of cities require the orchestration of various scenarios of urban particles.
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Scenario 3
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Experiential Vignettes
Experiential vignettes test and interrogate potentials of “metabolic
organs”. They call out the conceptual strategies of revealing and giving
access to public at experiential level.

Viewing Water

First experiential vignette shows viewing of water filtering process from the
level of the filter, above it, below and all around it. During the filtering process, public is not able to touch the water. Second vignettes show touching,
experiencing the rainwater post-filtration. Public experiences the water in
various ways, allowing the opening of black box in experiential level. Lastly,
the organic form of “metabolic organs” is meant to provide a new exciting
urban destination in Barcelona. It provides a space for people and water to
collide and verge as urban particles.

Touching Water
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Retention tank as an extension of the city
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CASE STUDY TWO:
LA RIVER CHANNEL
• Location: Los Angeles, USA
• Year Completed: 1960
• Total Area: 60 miles in length
• Function: Flood mitigation
• Why is it black boxed?
LA river channel is an iconic infrastructure of the city, however it’s considered
a backstage of LA since the infrastructure is
disassociated from everyday life of citizens.
The public has no “designated” access to
enter the channel, they are also unaware of
the channel’s utilization rate. The channel
is mostly empty throughout the year, unless
there is excessive rainwater. This current
situation of LA river channel rejects any
potential design intervention, maintaining its
mono-functionality and under-utilization.

Unlike the case study of Barcelona, LA river channel is highly visible
infrastructure. However, its disassociation from surrounding architecture
makes this infrastructure black boxed.

LA River Channel:
Experiential View
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Opening the Black Box
Running across the urban fabric of Los Angeles, LA river channel
mitigates flooding. Ninety-five percent of the time, the channel is empty.
This case study interrogates opening the black box using three strategies:
• First, by exploring ways that the river channel can be easily accessible to
public.
• Second, by interrogating the potentials of programmatic hybridity, alternative to the current mono-functional use of the channel.
• Third, by inviting other non-human attributes of Los Angeles, potentially
inserting additional value as human and non-human attributes use the
empty channel.

LA River Channel Ariel View

LA River Channel Utilization Diagram:
Highlighted in red is times that the channel was fully utilized.
Most of the time, diagram shows the channel is empty.
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Los Angeles, USA: “Urban Flow Condenser”
All design decisions are based on three tasks to open the black box:
• First, giving a spatial device that responds to the radius of urban particles’
turns. The plan-view diagrams show the experiments to configure architecture of lines that become slow-traveling loops. LA’s urban flow particles—
cars, trucks, pedestrians and bikers to verge, collide and inter-node. The
geometry of “turning” radius for loops are explored in the drawing—trucks
in lime color, small cars in yellow and pedestrians and bikers in green.
Scales for loops differ by scales of particles.
• Second, by inviting multiple urban flows, the channel is no longer
mono-functional. It is hybrid, multi-functional and creatively utilized. Loops
go up and down and inter-connect with one another, providing multiple
accesses to the bottom of the channel. Existing highways currently pass
over the river channel, it does not associate in any way with the channel.
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All design decisions are based on three tasks to open the black box:
• Lastly, the design intervention inserts additional value to the channel; as
loops are open and connected in general, and connect back to LA’s urban
fabric. The channel becomes the new extension of LA.

• Shown in the drawing, two types of taxonomy are used in “urban flow
condenser”. Along with different loops for each urban particles, the project
makes the qualification of three types of water. Clean, grey and black water
are separated and used for functions of urban flow condenser. Clear water
mediates in the middle, creating potential for multiplicity of condenser such
as pools, gardens, pop-up markets and car-wash stations.

• Loops and water work as aggregated lines to activate the under-utilized
channel. Systemic approach allows to connect LA and its 60 mile channelized water. Series of loops can be embedded in a certain portion of the
city—activating LA and the channel with specificity. The condenser can
easily be evacuated and flooded.
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Flow Motion Diagram
Flow motion diagram present multiple
urban sceneries. First, the LA river channel is
empty, like most of the year. “Urban flow condenser” intervenes, re-configure the empty
space. Second scenario shows the river channel with moderate water flow. Third scenario
shows the river channel in its full capacity;
making a portion of condenser submerge under
water and programs are evacuated.
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Scenario 1

Scenario 2
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Flow Motion Diagram
Lime colored particles are trucks, yellow
are small cars. Green flow is pedestrians and
bikes, blue is the flow of water. Flow motion diagram shows that the design-research of cities
require the orchestration of various scenarios of
urban particles.
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Experiential Vignettes
Experiential vignettes test and interrogate potentials of “urban flow
condenser”. They call out the conceptual strategies of revealing and giving
access to public at experiential level.
First experiential vignette renders the experience of urban flow condenser through the lens of a pedestrian. While the loops are maintaining
the use by specific urban particle flow, it opens up and verge and collide.
On the right, the clear water runs along with the condenser. the condenser
the loops are connected from the each end, allowing the pedestrians, bikers
and transportations to go up and down, experience the channel in various
ways.

Walking, Observing the urban flow from the level
of channel

Second experiential vignette renders a strategy used to visualize,
open the black box of invisible attributes of the city. While the condenser
connects LA’s one end to the other, the flows travel slow—artistic and creative way—to move through the infrastructure.

Observing from the level of existing urban fabric
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CASE STUDY
THREE:
BUSAN
WAVE BARRIER
• Location: Busan, Korea
• Year Completed: NA
• Total Area: NA
• Function: Mitigating risks of wave, soil
erosion
• Why is it black boxed?
Busan wave barriers are continuously
being build around the coastal city of Korea.
Wave barriers are physically detached from
the city. Public rarely gets the access to
these barriers. They are mono-functional as
the only function of the barrier is to prevent
the soil erosion.

Unlike the case study of Barcelona
or Los Angeles, Busan wave barriers are
external and separated from the city like
fragments. Barriers are visible from the
coastline. However, Busan wave barriers
are black boxed because they are disassociated from everyday life and attributes that make up these barriers are
hidden.

Wave Barriers
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Opening the Black Box

There are seven wave barriers shown in a small portion of the map.
New wave barriers are continuously built by the city of Busan, as water-related disasters continue to damage the premium residential estate in the
coastline. Citizens of Busan do not have access to these wave barriers.
Where the city of Busan gets new concrete to build new barriers are completely black boxed. This case study interrogates ways to open the black
box using three strategies;
• First, by physically connecting, revealing the barriers to the city.
• Second, by hybridizing barriers, adding other programmatic use.
• Third, adding the values of wave barriers by depositing construction debris
that are otherwise black boxed.

Busan Wave Barriers on map:
Majority of wave barriers are physically detached from Busan

Local New Article:
City of Busan continues to invest
on new wave barriers for future
disasters
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Busan, Korea: “New Debris Landscape”
All design decisions are based on one overarching goal:
To open the black box
• The “new debris landscape” is a ecological park generated by depositing
construction debris in artistic and infrastructural way, and designing the
project using geometries of construction trucks and its radius of turning.
• The drawing shows yearly generated construction debris of Busan—a
city—and Korea—the country. Busan creates about one million and seven
hundred thousand tons of construction debris per year. Korea generates
over twenty million tons of construction debris per year. These construction
debris are transported to a landfill. Where these debris go after is largely
black boxed. In this case study of Busan, I am tackling attributes that black
box wave barriers of Busan, also critiquing other black boxed attributes of
the city simultaneously.
• Master plan on top shows existing wave barriers in red. Different types
of debris are then deposited while connecting separated wave barriers.
Concrete debris are marked as orange. Yellow is brick debris, which can
potentially allow greenery to grow. Other debris are marked as green. Construction trucks will follow different sequence of depositing in each location,
creating a variety of sectional ecological conditions resembling blossoming
petals. New paths for trucks are made of concrete debris. Concrete debris
are largely used to create base layers that support the new landscape from
the below of water level.
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• In the sectional drawing, the amount of debris needed for each
petal is shown. The park will need seven million tons of debris. It will take
four years to build this park using Busan’s debris. If using the yearly generated debris of Korea, construction of landscapes will only take nine months.
• This case study is a series of interrogations to creatively use debris
and wave barriers as an assemblage of materials transformations occurring
in cities. Construction debris and mitigation infrastructures are never easily
observed or perceived. This case study is an opportunity to reveal that with
specificity.
Busan project is not the case study to solve tectonic, legal,
structural code issues. These issues are overlooked as they are not
relevant to research questions.
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• Petal G will need eight hundred and seven thousand trucks to
deposit debris; and will be a size of six soccer fields. All these new debris
landscape rely on two simple elements. First is the geometry of construction trucks that will follow, turn and deposit debris. Second element is the
different types of debris which will allow visualization of invisible flows of
debris.
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Geometries Diagram
This diagram shows parks geometries orchestrated from the radius of turning of trucks. The remote wave barrier
will be connected as trucks will deposit
and create paths between the city and
the barrier.
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Geometries Diagram
Shown in plan view, red is existing wave barrier. Pink is new paths that
connect Busan and wave barriers, used
for trucks depositing routes as well.
Orange is concrete debris. Double lines
are paths of trucks which then deposit
the debris to the side.
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Flow Motion Diagram
Flow motion diagram presents dynamic
movements of urban flows which are otherwise
invisible. My disciplinary contribution is to visualize these attributes that are never fixed, but
rather continue to move through the cities while
nobody perceives its value. Flows of construction debris are dynamic components of architectural processes, furthermore it shows the nature
of urbanization that continues to evolve.
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Flow Motion Diagram
Shown in plan view, different
debris flows physically connect, reveal
wave barriers. Red is wave barriers,
orange is concrete debris, yellow is
brick. Green is other mixed debris.
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Flow Motion Diagram B
Flow motion diagram presents dynamic
movements of urban flows which are otherwise invisible. The way of representation in
design-research is also a driver to reflect the
final design and its surrounding urban sites.
This urban scale flow motion diagram is meant
to create the awareness of construction debris
that are generated everyday—and starts to
reflect on production of wastes that sustain cities.
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Flow Motion Diagram B
Shown in plan view, different
debris flows physically connect, reveal
wave barriers. Red is wave barriers,
orange is concrete debris, yellow is
brick. Green is other mixed debris.
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Experiential Vignettes
Experiential vignettes test and interrogate potentials of “new debris
landscape”. They call out the conceptual strategies of revealing and giving
access to public at experiential level.
First experiential vignette renders the experience of new debris landscape through the lens of construction worker in Busan. The construction
worker works for a high-rise tower construction with new concrete as a
material. The material’s end of life cycle is reflected on, as the new debris
landscape expands with the construction debris. Thus this vignette shows
two end process of construction material happening at the same time.

Second experiential vignette renders the experience of a citizen, visiting the new ecological park. The new debris landscape is where citizens of
Busan to watch, touch and educate themselves about construction debris.
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Disciplinary Conclusion
Observation
Urban Problematique

Research Questions
Unfolding Design-research Inquiry

Three Case Studies
(Site)

Design Responses

As an overall agenda, this directed research aims to
explore a various paths to open the black box, via three sites.
Working together as simultaneous small experiments, each
risk-mitigation infrastructure support and building a case to open
the black box that exists in architectural discipline. I believe
that doing one case study would have been generalizing ways
to open the black box. Rather than exploring one project with
depth, I have decided to do three case studies because each of
them are proposing different venues for me to explore, and different questions that all under the same research questions. As
a designer looking at the realm of engineers, I am challenging
the ways that cities look at risk-mitigation infrastructures. Entering case studies as a designer, I aim to tackle projective capacities to re-think these urban infrastructures—and bring alternative
imaginaries to do much more than what these mitigation infrastructures are currently doing.
We have scientists that create data and engineers that
design highly functional systems. The realm of designers end
before imagining creative alternatives for highly functional, yet
under-utilized, black-boxed urban infrastructures. My role as a
designer is to take those functionality, put it in a cultural context
while challenging those perceived conceptions. As disciplinary
contribution, I want to open up these black boxes—urban infrastructures—and re-think its capacities.
For me, the other disciplinary contribution is to develop
these series of representational apparatus, opening black boxes
to show metabolism of urban settings that is no longer fixed. I
am realizing that urbanization, architecture are scenario building
and orchestration in time. Animations and vignettes attempt to
bring time as the core dimension of case studies. I hope these
case studies contribute to emphasize projective capacities of
understanding “urban scenarios”—which will affect how one
visualizes and represents architecture.

Flow Motion Diagrams

Experiential Vignettes

Disciplinary Conclusion
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